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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to semantic description of the system that functions in a cloud runtime (like app 
store) providing business services available on demand (hereinafter, system). Business services are in 
fact information proceeding units that accept the given parameters and return business data. The 
described system ensures automatic collaboration between services and grants access to processing 
resources defined in the business process logic. We describe a business model that allows its users to 
find solutions of their tasks using published services or their collaborations. 
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1 Introduction 
Web-services are special modules which are identified by their Web-address with standard 
interface. Web-service doesn’t have user’s interface, it has program interface only. I.e Web-service is 
a set of Web-methods with a remote access (for example, via Internet or within corporate net). Web-
services are not applicable for providing services to final users, the task they perform is to provide 
services to other applications (as a rule to Web-applications). Nowadays Web-services are becoming a 
core element in composition of complicated program systems with service-oriented architecture 
(SOA). Nowadays web-services are becoming a core element in the process of information systems 
development demanding on new methods of search and composition of web-services with the use of 
semantic descriptions based on cloud technologies. 
2 Main peculiarities of the system 
The described system has three main features: (1) commonality – unified interfaces of business 
services collaboration are available in the system; (2) extensibility of the system: adding new 
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computing elements to the system; (3) composition of services: obtaining composite solutions by 
constructing new computational units based on existing ones. 
2.1 Commonality of the system 
In order to implement the interaction between individual computing components (services) of the 
system it is necessary to ensure a unified approach to their determination. This requires that all 
computing units are operating on terms known to all elements of the system. It is also necessary to 
provide the ability to define a logical relationship of various terms used by services. These tasks can 
be solved by using a common glossary for all elements of the system. Also these elements should have 
logical connection mentioned in the glossary. Glossaries of this kind are called ontologies and domain 
ontologies [1]. To describe the ontology in this paper we use a mark-up language OWL (Web 
Ontology Language) [2, 3]. 
OWL is designed to be used by applications which process the content of information, both in 
order to provide this information to people and to provide a more complex parsing mechanism for web 
content rather than supported by XML, RDF and RDF Schema (RDF-S) [2,3]. Along with that OWL 
provides additional formal semantic glossary of terms. OWL has 3 dialects (in ascending order of 
expression): OWL Lite, OWL DL (Description Logic) and OWL Full. 
2.2 Extensibility of the system 
Atomic element of the system is service. Service is a computational unit carrying business logic 
determined by its designer (owner). To describe the semantic structure and service interface in terms 
of domain glossary we use specification of OWL-S. Language described in the specification of OWL-
S is designed to help users and information systems software to detect, call, build and control web-
services. As to this language opportunities, they are the following: usage of logical inference, planning 
services and automatic usage of services programs. 
OWL-S consists of several interrelated ontologies OWL, which offer a set of well-defined 
concepts for use in service applications. OWL-S ontology defines: Profile (for a general description of 
service), Model (for an abstract description of running processes), Grounding (to determine the 
relationship of abstract processes with actual operation performed). OWL-S ontology introduced the 
necessary vocabulary to be used to describe the semantics of services. OWL-S provides the following 
capabilities: (1) declarative description of properties of a web service for automatic service discovery; 
(2) declarative programming interface for the Web service. 
To ensure scalability of the system,  method of service registration in the system is required. As a 
result of successful registration service starts to "understand" terms defined in the dictionary 
environment, which gives him an opportunity to interact with other services registered in the system. 
Also after registration, business logic of the service begins functioning. [4] 
3 Web-services composition 
The semantic description gives an opportunity to raise an accuracy of web-services search 
significantly by turning it into the search for processes. In line with the W3C specifications, the 
process is represented as four sets <I,O,P,E>. 
In the semantic description there is no algorithm of getting outputs in terms of inputs provided by 
four sets <I, O, P, E> where I - set of data types at the input of the desired process, O -  set of types of 
data at the output of the search process, defined OWL classes, P – set of preconditions to put service 
into operation, E – set of effects as a result of performing services.  
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Such connection could be unambiguously restored from the ontology domain description only in 
certain cases. The mapping of inputs of process onto its outputs should be explicitly given in OWL-S 
description by the set of logical formulas R. As a result, each OWL-S process will be interpreted as 
five sets <I, O, P, E, R>. Details described in the author's papers [4, 5]. 
If  a system has a big set of published services, the functionality of the runtime can be expanded by 
constructing a composition of atomic services. Thus, if the user enters a request for a service with 
parameters, which don’t satisfy any one of the already registered in the system services, the system 
will search for service composition satisfying the user's request. Composite process is process which 
requires multistep interaction with server (servers), where atomic services implementing this process 
work on. Thus, such an interaction  between client and service occurs by sending series of messages to 
atomic web-services in exact order defined in the composite process description. For the composite 
process consisting of atomic processes:  
I - union of I-sets of all atomic processes included in a composite process;   
O - union of O-sets of all atomic processes included in a composite process plus outputs of 
composite process, which could be calculated by means of outputs of atomic processes; 
P - union of P-sets of all atomic processes included in a composite process; 
E - union of E-sets of atomic processes included in a composite process. 
In general words the task of searching for process is represented as comparison of the required 
process description and the description of process interpreted by real service. If such process is not 
found, then it is possible to search for the required process as composition of real ones. Basic service 
may be obtained by application of composite operations (types of composition) described below. In 
case service is used it is converted into a network of atomic processes that run in the execution 
environment. There are the following types of service composition in the system. 
3.1 Sequential composition (Sequence) 
Sequential composition is a 
type of composition, in which 
services are connected and 
may be called sequentially. 
Output of the previous service 
must have the same type as 
input of the next service. The 
input of these processes 
composition is considered to 
be the input of the first process 
and the output – the input of 
the last process (see Figure 1). 
Set-theoretical model of the relevant simple services are given below: 
С1:<I1; O1; P1; R1; E1>, С2:<I2; O2; P2; R2; E2>, I2 ك O1; 
Сse:<I1; O2; P1 & P2; Rse; E1 & E2>. 
Let us explain this with an example. Let’s assume that scheme R1 and R2 are services 
implemented by using the schema: 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4,u1/type7); 
R2(x2/type3,y2/type5;z2/type6). 
By the word "type" we mean a standard definition of types in programming languages. 
We also know that is a subtype of type4 type5, i.e. ׊ x/type4׌y/type5(x=y). 
Then the mapping performed by the service defined as sequential composition, will be performed 
by Rse mapping: 
 
Figure 1: Sequential composition of two services 
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Rse(x1/type1,y1/type2;z2/type6)==׌z1/type3׌x2/type3׌v1/type4׌y2/type5׌u1/type7 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4,u1/type7) & (z1=x2) & (v1=y2) & R2(x2/type3, y2/type5; 
z2/type6)                                                   (1) 
A part of system output С1(u1/type7) may also be included into the output of the composition, but 
it will not be clean «Sequence». In practice it is necessary to solve a task when it is impossible to find 
service which runs the following model Сabs:<Iabs; Oabs; Pabs; Rabs; Eabs>. 
In this case an attempt is made to run such a model as sequential connection of two services: 
С1:<I1; O1; P1; R1; E1>, С2:<I2; O2; P2; R2; E2>. 
Candidates for a serial connection are found from the condition: 
I1 = Iabs & I2 ك O1 & Oabs ك O2; 
If such services are found, it is necessary to prove that Pabs → P1 & P2; Rabs == joinOI(R1,R2); 
Eabs → E1 & E2; E1 & E2 → Eabs. 
Hereinafter, the “join” operation means a standard operation of relational algebra. 
3.2 Disordered composition (Any-Order) 
This type of composition is 
a subtype of sequential 
composition, in which 
processes are connected in 
series, but the usage of each 
process occurs randomly. In 
this case the condition is 
performed that the types of 
outputs and inputs following 
the previous process are the 
same. Additional condition is 
implementation of all the 
processes in the composition. 
There are certain constraints 
on both processes for this type 
of composition. The idea is that if there is no difference which of the processes starts up first, then all 
the inputs and outputs of both the processes must necessarily be checked. I.e. the number of inputs and 
outputs of both processes should be the same and the condition of matching pairs output to input must 
be fulfilled. Similarly, for the outputs (see Figure 2). 
Set-theoretical model of the corresponding simple services: 
С1:<I1; O1; P1; R1; E1>, С2:<I2; O2; P2; R2; E2>, I1 = I2 and O1 = O2. 
Сao:<I1; O1; P1 & P2; join(R1,R2); E1 & E2>. 
Let the scheme R1 and R2 be services implemented by using the schema: 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type1,v1/type2); R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type1,v2/type2). 
Then the service defined over "disordered" service composition C1 and C2 will be presented by 
Rao mapping: 
Rao(x/type1,y/type2;z/type1,v/type2)==׌x1/type1׌y1/type2׌z1/type1׌v1/type2׌x2/type1׌y2/type2׌z
2/type1׌v2/type2 R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type1,v1/type2) & z1=x2 & v1=y2 & x=x1 & y=y1 & z=z2 
& v=v2 R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type1,v2/type2)                                      
OR R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type1,v2/type2) & Z2=x1 & v2=y1 & x=x2 &y=y2&z=z2 & v=v2 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type1,v1/type2)                      (2) 
In this case the task of decomposition is formulated as for sequential connection of processes.  
Figure 2: Two variants of disordered composition of two processes. 
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3.3 Choosing composition (Choice) 
 Choosing composition is a 
type of composition in which 
services of the same function 
are combined into one set. 
When the call is made only 
one service from the set 
functions not involving other 
services (see Figure 3). A set 
of services is defined in such 
a way that it is possible to obtain mutual substitution in the situation when one of services is not 
available in the selected time for technical reasons. Unavailable service is replaced by identical service 
from the set. Set-theoretical model of the relevant simple services: 
С1:<I1; O1; P1; R1; E1>, С2:<I2; O2; P2; R2; E2>, 
I1 = I2; O1 = O2; R1 == R2; P1 == P2; E1 == E2; 
Сch:<I1; O1; P1; Rch; E1>. 
Let the scheme R1 and R2 be services implemented by using the schema: 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4); 
R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type3,v2/type4). 
Then the service defined by conditional composition will perform Rch mapping: 
Rch(x/type1,y/type2;z/type3,v/type4)==׌x1/type1׌y1/type2׌z1/type3׌v1/type4 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4) & x=x1 & y=y1 & z=z1 & v=v1  
OR ׌x2/type1׌y2/type2׌z2/type3׌v2/type4R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type3, 
v2/type4) & x=x2 & y=y2 & z=z2 & v=v2                                                       (3). 
3.4 Conditional composition (IfThenElse) 
 Conditional composition is a type 
of composition, in which execution of 
one of the services can only be 
achieved if the following condition is 
fulfilled (see Figure 4). 
Set-theoretical model of the 
corresponding simple services: 
      С1:<I1; O1; P1; R1; E1>,  
      С2:<I2; O2; P2; R2; E2>. 
Creating a simple service on the 
basis of this design is appropriate, if 
the following condition is fulfilled:  
      I1 = I2 and O1 = O2. 
            Сif:<I1; O1; P&P1 OR ¬P&P2; Rif; P&E1 OR ¬P&E2>. 
Let the scheme R1 and R2 are services implemented by using the schema: 
R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4); 
R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type3,v2/type4).  
Then the service defined by conditional composition will perform Rif mapping: 
Rif(x/type1,y/type2;z/type3,v/type4)==׌x1/type1׌y1/type2׌z1/type3׌v1/type4׌xin/type1׌yin/t
ype2P(xin/type1,yin/type2)&R1(x1/type1,y1/type2;z1/type3,v1/type4) &x=x1 & y=y1 & z=z1 & v=v1 
& x=xin & y=yin OR ׌x2/type1׌y2/type2׌z2/type3׌v2/type4׌xin/type1׌yin/type2 ¬P(xin/type1, 
yin/type2) & R2(x2/type1,y2/type2;z2/type3,v2/type4) & x=x2 & y=y2 & z=z2 & v=v2 & x=xin & 
y=yin    (4).   
 
             Figure 3: Selective composition of two processes. 
 
     Figure 4: Conditional composition of two processes. 
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4 System architecture 
 In order to fulfil its role the 
system’s core should have:         
(1) Subsystem of logical 
conclusion is a module which 
makes logical conclusions based 
on data entered by user and logical 
axioms defined in semantic 
database. (2) Subsystem of 
composition building searches for 
groups of services composition 
which satisfies user's request. 
Subsystem of composition uses 
functionalities of intellectual 
planner and give to user some 
variants satisfying of the request. 
Basically there may be several 
composite solutions. That’s why in this case relevance rating is assigned to each module as well as 
broaden list of solutions is given to user. (3) Searching subsystem looks for service using parameters 
entered by a user. Application is a runtime where business logic of web-services is executed.  Storage 
of runtime’s vocabulary is a relational database server layer «wrapped» by RDF framework. Access to 
the storage is allowed by connection port. Subsystem of services registration adds new modules to the 
system and performs a function of service determination in terms of runtime vocabulary. User 
interaction subsystem includes graphic user interface (GUI) for input of user’s request and output of 
results of searches and compositions. 
5 Conclusion 
Rapid growth of service-oriented applications resulted in creation of cloud runtime used for search, 
composition and execution of web-services. It led to speed increase and programmer labor fall of 
SOA-application composition.   
Resulting from carried out researches a program system is created, which gives an opportunity to 
publish its web-services, organize their interaction and receive access to computing resources defined 
in web-services business logic. This logic is based on model which provides its users with an 
opportunity to find solutions of their tasks by means of published in the cloud runtime web-services or 
their composition.   
The system has flexible program architecture which can be broadened and which accounts for 
different variants of web-services composition. Such variants are created by system automatically on 
user’s requests. There are different methods of web-services composition, for example BPEL, OWL-S, 
automata, Petri nets, and process algebras [6]. Comparison analysis of such approaches and their 
practical usage is the subject of our future research work.  
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